
BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 

OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION ) 
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On March 8, 2007, Twin Lakes Canal Company ("TLCC") filed Application for Permit 13-
7697 with the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR" or "Department") seeking to 
appropriate water from the Bear River for powerhead storage, power, irrigation storage, and 
irrigation. An amended application was filed on June 18, 2010, removing the "irrigation" element 
from the application and adding an "irrigation from storage" element. 

The amended application was advertised to the public in July 2010. The legal 
advertisement incorrectly included "irrigation" and "power from storage" elements. A Notice of 
Correction was advertised, extending the protest date to August 30, 2010. The application was 
further amended on August 13, 2010, adjusting the elements to be those described in this Order. 
The Department determined that the changes made on August 13, 2010 did not require a re
advertisement of the application. 

Timely protests were filed by Oneida Narrows Organization, Great Salt Lake Keeper, 
Bear Lake Watch, Trout Unlimited, Greater Yellowstone Coalition ("GYC"), Bear River Water 
Users Association ("BRWUA"), the Idaho Department of Fish & Game ("IDFG"), Franklin 
County Fish & Game Association, and PacifiCorp. The U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service and 
Idaho Rivers United filed petitions to intervene, which were granted on August 11, 2011. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service withdrew its protest on November 16, 2011. On 
December 14, 2011, TLCC and BRWUA signed a Stipulation for Withdrawal of Protest of 
[BRWUA] and Settlement Agreement ("BRWUA Agreement"), discussed in greater detail in this 
Order. BRWUA withdrew its protest on January 9, 2012. 

On November 17, 2010, a pre-hearing conference was conducted in Pocatello and the 
parties requested that a formal hearing be held to resolve the protested matter. The hearing was 
originally scheduled to take place in August 2011, but was extended twice due to delays in 
completing certain study reports. 

The formal hearing was held in Pocatello on March 5-9, 2012. The parties offered 
testimonial and documentary evidence into the record. After carefully considering the 
administrative record for this case, the Department finds, concludes, and orders as follows: 
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FINDINGS OFF ACT 

1. Application for Permit 13-7697 proposes the following: 

Point of Diversion: T14S, R40E, Sec. 16, SENE and SWNE (location of dam) 
Point of Re-diversion: Tl4S, R40E, Sec. 21, NENE (Bear River pumping station) 
Beneficial Uses: 

Storage for Powerhead 17 ,300 acre-feet 
Irrigation Storage 5,000 acre-feet 
Power 1,400 cfs 
Irrigation from Storage 5,000 acre-feet 

1/1 to 12/31 
1/1 to 12/31 
1/1 to 12/31 
4/1 to 10/31 

Total Quantity Appropriated: 17 ,300 acre-feet and 1,400 cfs 
Place of Use: "18,958 acres of lands already served by [TLCC]" 

2. The permit application did not include a discrete mitigation plan. Instead, the mitigation 
elements proposed by TLCC to offset impacts to other water rights and local public interest 
resources are set forth in various locations in TLCC' s Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
("FERC") license application documents. (Exhibit A9, pages 178-181) 

3. TLCC is a corporation registered with the state of Idaho and delivers irrigation water to 
over 200 shareholders. (Testimony of Clair Bosen) Clair Bosen has been the president of TLCC 
since 2005. (Id.) TLCC's delivery system includes 67 miles of open canal and three off-stream 
reservoirs (Condie, Winder, and Twin Lakes). (Id.) 

4. The TLCC main canal diverts water from Mink Creek and carries the water 6.5 miles to 
a large siphon, which transports the water under the Bear River and back up to a hillside on the 
west side of the river. (Testimony of Clair Bosen) After passing through the siphon, water is 
transported past or through the three off-stream reservoirs and then continues on through TLCC' s 
service area. (Id.) TLCC is able to fill or empty its three reservoirs from the main canal. (Id.) 

5. TLCC has a water right from Mink Creek (13-901), which authorizes the year-round 
diversion of 300 cfs to be used for irrigation purposes or irrigation storage in its reservoirs. Water 
right 13-901 carries a priority date of April 1, 1901 and authorizes the irrigation of 16,000 acres 
within the TLCC service area. 

6. TLCC' s irrigation supply also includes other water rights from Mink Creek and Deep 
Creek (13-896B, 13-946B, 13-2289, 13-2296, and 13-7481). These water rights may authorize the 
irrigation of acres above and beyond the 16,000 acres described in water right 13-901. The hearing 
officer did not research the details of these other water rights as part of this contested case. 

7. TLCC generally does not have a sufficient water supply to irrigate all of the acres 
covered by company shares. (Testimony of Clair Bosen) TLCC is often unable to fill its three 
reservoirs to capacity because of flow limitations in the main canal during the winter months. (Id.) 

8. The main canal upstream of the siphon freezes during the winter, making it impossible 
to convey Mink Creek water through the canal to fill the three off-stream reservoirs. (Testimony of 
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Clair Bosen) The canal and siphon freeze in 19 out of 20 years, usually by late December, and do 
not open up again until March. (Id.) Therefore, the existing TLCC reservoirs are generally filled 
during the late fall and early spring. (Id.) 

9. Mink Creek, a 13.1-mile-long tributary of the Bear River, is fully allocated for irrigation 
use during most of the summer. (Exhibit A9, page 157) TLCC's diversion dam on Mink Creek is 
located approximately 4.2 miles upstream from Mink Creek's confluence with the Bear River. (Id. 
at page 35) At times, a portion of this section of Mink Creek, between the TLCC diversion dam 
and the confluence with the Bear River, can be a losing reach. (Exhibit Al4, pages 2-3) 

10. A portion of lower Mink Creek, located somewhere between the TLCC diversion dam 
and the Bear River, is periodically dewatered during the summer, causing upper Mink Creek to 
become disconnected from the Bear River. (Exhibit A9, page 157; Exhibit P712, pages 81 and 83) 
During times of disconnection, there is still water flowing in Mink Creek at its confluence with the 
Bear River. (Exhibit A9, page 35; Testimony of David Teuscher) No evidence was presented 
regarding the size or the exact location of the dewatered section. 

11. The Department's water right database includes two water rights on Mink Creek 
downstream of the TLCC diversion. Water right 13-4225, in the name of W. Hugh Hansen, 
describes a priority date of 1922, a diversion rate of 0.24 cfs, and the irrigation of 12 acres. (Exhibit 
P444) Water right 13-4217, in the name of Barbara and Gordon B. Jensen, describes a priority date 
of 1925, a diversion rate of 0.18 cfs, and the irrigation of 7 acres. (Exhibit P445) These two rights 
are statutory claims, filed pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-243, meaning they have not been confirmed 
by IDWR or an adjudication court. TLCC has never been required to release water past its Mink 
Creek diversion to satisfy downstream water rights. (Testimony of Clair Bosen) 

12. Mink Creek flow data provided by TLCC at the hearing is either dated (over 60 years 
old) or non-continuous. (Exhibit A9, page 35; Exhibit Al3, page 7; Exhibit Al4, pages 1 and 3) 
Even though more-recent, continuous flow data for Mink Creek would have been useful in this 
contested case, particularly for evaluating TLCC's mitigation proposals, TLCC did not 
continuously monitor the flows in Mink Creek while conducting its FERC studies. (See Exhibit 
P701, pages 24-25 (doc. pages 16-17); Exhibit P707, pages 3-4) 

13. "The Bear River drains an area of 6,900 square miles in southwestern Wyoming, 
northern Utah and southeastern Idaho" and terminates at the Great Salt Lake. (Exhibit Al, page 0-
8) "Today, on an average, nearly a million acre-feet of water still flow annually into the Great Salt 
Lake from the Bear River." (Id.) 

14. The states of Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho have adopted an interstate compact for the 
Bear River and its tributaries. (Exhibit A2) The current Bear River Compact ("Compact") , 
approved on December 22, 1978, was ratified by the state of Idaho in 1979. (Idaho Code, Title 42, 
Chapter 34) "The [Compact] determines the rights and obligations of the signatory states of Idaho, 
Utah and Wyoming with respect to the waters of the Bear River." (Exhibit Al, page 0-1) 

15. The Compact divides the Bear River into three regions or divisions. (Exhibit Al, page 
0-9) The proposed reservoir is located within the "Lower Division," which includes "the portion 
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of the Bear River between Stewart Dam and [the] Great Salt Lake, including Bear Lake and its 
tributary drainage." (Exhibit A2, Article Il.5) 

16. The Bear River in the Lower Division is a highly regulated system, with four on-stream 
hydropower reservoirs (Soda, Grace, Oneida, and Cutler), storage deliveries from Bear Lake, and 
multiple i1Tigation diversions. (Exhibit PC204, pages 2-4; Testimony of Connely Baldwin) 
Connely Baldwin testified at the hearing as an expert on water accounting and water delivery within 
the Lower Division of the Bear River. 

17. A computerized accounting program is used to determine how much natural flow and/or 
storage water each canal company diverts on any given day in the Lower Division. (Testimony of 
Connely Baldwin) The accounting program incorporates stream flow data from gages operated by 
PacifiCorp and the USGS. (Id.) Water rights in the Lower Division have been regulated without 
regard to the Idaho-Utah state line since 2004. (Testimony of Connely Baldwin and Pete Peterson) 
The current water accounting program could be used to track water stored in the proposed reservoir 
and to account for the daily diversion at the proposed river pumping station. 

18. "BRWUA's membership is comprised of 4 major irrigation companies, Last Chance 
Canal Company and Cub River Irrigation Company in Idaho and Bear River Canal Company and 
West Cache Canal Company in Utah, together with approximately 81 irrigation pumpers in Utah 
and 22 irrigation pumpers in Idaho." (BRWUA Agreement, Recital J) BRWUA includes the 
majority of water users that divert from the mainstem of the Bear River in the Lower Division. 
(Testimony of Connely Baldwin) 

19. Prior to the construction of the proposed hydropower project, TLCC must obtain a 
license from FERC. (Testimony of Clair Bosen) In 2004, TLCC hired Nick Josten, who does 
business under the company name GeoSense, to guide TLCC through the FERC application 
process. (Testimony of Nick Josten) Mr. Josten testified at the hearing as an expert on the FERC 
application process and hydropower permitting. 

20. TLCC filed an application for preliminary permit with FERC in 2004. (Exhibit AlO, 
page 1) A number of groups filed motions to intervene in the FERC process, including: PacifiCorp, 
Trout Unlimited, Franklin County Fish & Game Association, the state of Idaho, Idaho Rivers 
United, and GYC. (Id.) Many other protests were filed with FERC stating a concern that the 
project would cause a loss of recreation, loss of wildlife habitat, and would affect PacifiCorp's 
hydropower license. (Id. at page 3) 

21. FERC offers protestants (intervenors) an opportunity to provide comments at various 
stages in the license application process. (Testimony of Nick Josten) Protestants provided 
comments to TLCC and FERC regarding the application, the scope of the studies conducted by 
TLCC, the study reports, and the Draft License Application ("DLA"). (Exhibit A9, Appendix A) 

22. FERC issued a Preliminary Permit to TLCC on February 2, 2005. (Exhibit AlO, page 1) 
A preliminary permit from FERC gives a permit holder the first right to a FERC license at the 
proposed site. (Id. at page 6) It provides an applicant time to conduct studies and collect 
information necessary to determine the feasibility of the project. (Id.) 
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23. The 2005 Preliminary Permit recognized that the proposed project "could significantly 
conflict and intetfere with the license requirements and approved Settlement Agreement (SA) for 
[PacifiCorp's] Bear River Project" and "could eliminate a river reach used for whitewater 
recreation and affect the restoration and enhancement of [Bonneville Cutthroat Trout ("BCT")] 
habitat, which are measures contained in PacifiCorp's license." (Exhibit AlO, pages 4-5) 

24. Despite the potential impact to PacifiCorp's existing license and settlement agreement, 
FERC issued the 2005 Preliminary Permit on the basis that the final TLCC proposal may not result 
in an "impermissible alteration" of the PacifiCorp license. (Exhibit AlO, page 5) This issue, and 
others raised by the FERC protestants, will be considered by FERC in its review of the final license 
application. (Id.) 

25. Within the FERC process, it was determined that TLCC needed to conduct 24 studies to 
"assess the existing condition of resources that could potentially be affected by the project." 
(Exhibit A9, page ES-1) TLCC hired various consultants to complete the studies, which cost 
TLCC over $2 million to complete. (Testimony of Nick Josten and Clair Bosen) The following 
studies were completed: 

Study No. Exhibit No. Title or Subject Author 
1 and 2 A12 Fisheries Habitat and Aquatic Ecology IN SE/Hardy 
3 Al3 Bear River Bedload IN SE/Hardy 
4 Al4 Mink Creek IN SE/Hardy 
5 Al5 Oneida Narrows Project Water Quality Report Stevens/Milleson 
6 Al6 Bear River Narrows Visual Resources Study Ecosystem Sciences 
7 Al7 Recreation Use and Preference Study Institute for Outdoor 

Recreation and Tourism 
8 Al8 Socio-Economic Studies for the Bear River Krannich et al. 

Narrows Hydroelectric Project 
9 A19 Cultural Resources S.J. Miller 
10 A20 Land Cover Study Report Ecosystem Sciences 
10-3 thru A21 thru Use and habitat assessment studies for various Ecosystem Sciences 
10-108 A29 animal species 
10-11 A30 Special Status Plant and Noxious Weed Ecosystem Sciences 

Survey Report 
10-12 A31 Report on Bear River Flow Synthesis Geo Sense 
10-13 A32 Reservoir Capacity and Evaporative Loss Schiess & Associates 
10-14 A33 Fish Entrainment I Turbine-Induced Mortality GeoSense 
10-17 A34 Tailwater Elevation Study Schiess & Associates 
10-18 A35 Access Road Feasibility Study Schiess & Associates 

26. TLCC filed its DLA with FERC in September 2011. (Exhibit A9) At that time, draft 
final reports for studies 1-5 had been completed and were awaiting comments from the FERC 
protestants. (Id. at page ES-1) Final reports had been prepared for studies 6 thru 10-18. (Id.) Final 
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reports for studies 1-5 were completed prior to the hearing and were included in the administrative 
record. (Exhibits A12-A15) 

27. Schiess & Associates was retained by TLCC in 2003 to prepare a preliminary design of 
the proposed dam and a feasibility analysis for the project. (Testimony of David Schiess) David 
Schiess, a principal engineer at Schiess & Associates, testified at the hearing as an expert in civil 
engineering, water resources engineering, and dam design. (Exhibit A8) 

28. The feasibility analysis prepared by Schiess & Associates has been revised a number of 
times to incorporate up-to-date information, with the most recent version prepared in February 2012 
("2012 Estimate"). (Exhibits A54 and A55) The dates shown on Exhibits A54 and A55 are in error 
and should be February 2012. (Testimony of David Schiess) 

29. The 2012 Estimate indicates the storage dam and hydropower facility could be 
constructed for $24,656,750. (Exhibit A54) This amount includes an $800,000 "contingency" 
component, for unforeseen construction expenses, and $1,000,000 for mitigation measures and 
recreational facilities. (Exhibit A54; Testimony of David Schiess) A witness for GYC argued that 
the final cost of TLCC's mitigation measures and recreational facilities may ultimately be higher 
than projected. (Testimony of Anthony Jones) Until FERC issues TLCC a license, however, the 
actual scope of mitigation required of TLCC is unknown. 

30. The 2012 Estimate also includes a section describing the anticipated annual operations 
and maintenance ("O&M") expenses for the project. (Exhibit A54) One of the items in this 
section, property taxes, is incorrect. (Testimony of Clair Bosen) The initial tax rate will be based 
on the final cost of construction for the project and will likely be in the range of $250,000, bringing 
the total O&M cost to $550,000 per year. (Id.) As a large canal company, TLCC already has a full
time staff and maintenance equipment to maintain its existing reservoirs and facilities, which will 
result in an O&M cost savings to the canal. (Id.) 

31. The 2012 Estimate also lists the anticipated revenue from the hydropower facility. 
(Exhibit A54) Schiess & Associates estimates that the hydropower plant will produce 50,676 
MWh per year. (Id.) This estimate is the result of a flow duration analysis completed by Schiess & 
Associates using historical flow data ( 1958 - 2009) for the Bear River at the project site. (Exhibit 
A9, pages 9-11) The flow duration analysis ensures that the projected flows (and projected power 
generation values) are not skewed by infrequent flood events. (Id.) 

32. In order to calculate the projected annual revenue from power production, Schiess & 
Associates used the then-current avoided cost rate under PURP A (Public Utilities Resource Policy 
Act). (Testimony of David Schiess) Given the project specifications, the proposed project will 
likely qualify for PURP A power sales rates. 

33. Assuming an annual power production of 50,676 MWh per year and a power sales rate 
of $78.50 per MWh, the expected annual power revenue for the project would be $3,978,066.00. 
(Exhibit A54) The revenue estimate does not incorporate the loss in hydropower head and power 
production caused by use of the 5,000 acre-feet of irrigation storage. (Testimony of David Schiess) 
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34. When the annual cost to operate the project, including the loan payment and an adjusted 
tax estimate of $250,000 (described above), is compared to the projected annual revenue, TLCC's 
proposed project could generate an annual profit of about $1.4 million. (Exhibit A54) 

35. TLCC plans on financing the project through a bond sale, facilitated by the Idaho Water 
Resource Board ("IWRB"). (Exhibit A9, page 17) An application for bonding through IWRB 
cannot be filed until TLCC has obtained a FERC license and a power purchase agreement. 
(Testimony of Clair Bosen) If bonds are issued through IWRB, they will be paid back using 
hydropower revenue. (Id.) Private financing for a project of the size proposed by TLCC is not 
available until all critical permits have been obtained. (Testimony of Ted Sorensen) 

36. TLCC does not own any of the property in the area of the proposed reservoir or dam. 
(Testimony of Clair Bosen) TLCC will obtain the lands needed to complete the project through 
eminent domain after the FERC license is issued. (Id.) 

37. RB&G Engineering prepared a Phase I Study of the proposed dam site for Schiess & 
Associates in July 2004. (RB&G Report (Attachment to App. 13-7697)) RB&G Engineering 
found that a safe, functional reservoir is feasible at the proposed dam site, but recommended a 
number of additional tests to identify any hidden safety concerns. (RB&G Report, page 8-9) 

38. Franklin County Fish & Game asked Dr. Paul Link, a professional geologist, to review 
geologic data and existing reports relating to the proposed dam site. (Exhibit P400) In his report, 
Dr. Link concluded: "[T]here is enough complexity of the local bedrock, joints, faults, and 
permeability zones, that a full assessment of seismic hazard, bedrock strength, fracture networks, 
and vadose zone hydro geology is required before we can have a reasonable estimate of what are the 
safety concerns at the damsite . ... " (Exhibit P400, page 2) 

39. The United States Bureau of Reclamation conducted an analysis of the geology at the 
mouth of the Oneida Narrows in 1960 and 1961 and found that construction of a large dam was 
feasible in that area, but recommended additional geologic testing to ensure the dam would be safe. 
(Exhibits P401 thru P405) 

40. RB&G's recommendation for additional testing of the geology at the proposed dam site 
is consistent with the recommendations of the Bureau of Reclamation and Dr. Link. Prior to 
commencing construction of any dam, TLCC must obtain approval of the plans, drawings, and 
specifications for the dam from the Department's dam safety program. (Idaho Code § 42-1712) 

41. The dam design included with the application is only preliminary. (Testimony of David 
Schiess) A final design will not be prepared until the FERC license and IDWR water permit are 
obtained. (Id.) TLCC proposes constructing the dam with a roller compacted concrete layer, which 
is a safe and stable dam design that can withstand overtopping. (Id.) 

42. TLCC will install two hydropower turbines at the facility, each with a flow capacity of 
700 cfs and a maximum power output of 5.0 MW, resulting in a total maximum generation capacity 
of 10 MW. (Exhibit A9, page 4) The minimum flow needed to generate power at the site is 175 
cfs. (Testimony of David Schiess) 
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43. The proposed reservoir, when full, will have a capacity of 12,647 acre-feet and a surface 
area of 362 acres. (Exhibit A9, page 2) The reservoir capacity described in the DLA (12,674 acre
feet) is much smaller than the 17,300 acre-feet reservoir described in the application. The water 
right application has not been reduced to match the reservoir capacity listed in the DLA. 

44. 5,000 acre-feet of the water stored in the proposed reservoir will be available for 
irrigation purposes. Irrigation storage will be released from the dam into the Bear River and 
pumped into the TLCC system at a pumping station located on the river downstream of the 
proposed dam. (Exhibit A9, page ES-2) 

45. TLCC will use the irrigation storage water only in severe dry weather conditions when 
the value of irrigation water exceeds the value of water held in the reservoir to maintain 
hydropower head. (See Exhibit A9, page 39) TLCC estimates that the irrigation storage will be 
partially used one out of every three years and fully used one out of every five years. (Id.) 

46. TLCC believes the proposed reservoir will improve its irrigation water supply in two 
ways: (1) 5,000 acre-feet of irrigation storage held in the proposed reservoir will be available for 
use; (2) revenues from the hydropower facility will be used to pipe the TLCC main canal, reducing 
evaporation and seepage losses in the canal. (Exhibit A9, page 8) No evidence was offered 
showing TLCC will be required to use the hydropower revenue to pipe its canal system. 

47. Piping the TLCC main canal will cost approximately $45 million or about $670,000 per 
mile of canal. (Testimony of David Schiess) Given the current projected revenues from the 
hydropower facility, the main canal could be piped in about 30 years. Once the TLCC main canal 
is piped, winter freezing issues will be eliminated, and TLCC will be able divert Mink Creek water 
all year, maximizing the fill in its off-stream reservoirs and further improving its water supply. 
(Testimony of Clair Bosen) The main canal from the diversion dam to the siphon could be piped 
for just over $4 million. 

48. Unallocated flows on the Bear River will be used to fill the proposed reservoir initially 
and will be used for any subsequent refill of the irrigation storage space. (Exhibit A9, page 36) If 
unallocated water does not exist on the Bear River, TLCC will fill the proposed reservoir by 
exchanging Mink Creek water for its Bear River diversion (releasing Mink Creek water past the 
TLCC diversion to replace the water diverted from the Bear River for reservoir storage). (Id.) 

49. If water levels in the proposed reservoir are held steady, evaporative losses from the 
reservoir will result in reduced flow in the Bear River below the proposed dam. Schiess & 
Associates calculated the expected evaporative losses from the proposed reservoir. (Exhibit 32) 
"Evaporative loss was estimated for the proposed reservoir using pan evaporation methodology, 
which incorporates precipitation, pan evaporation, and air temperature measurements to compute 
average annual evaporation loss in inches." (Id. at page 1) Precipitation and pan evaporation data 
were taken from a weather station in Logan, Utah. (Id. at page 6) 

50. The method used by Schiess & Associates to estimate evaporation is approved by the 
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality ("IDEQ") for determining evaporation from 
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wastewater treatment lagoons. (Exhibit 32, page 6 and Appendix A) Using the IDEQ method, 
Schiess & Associates estimated the annual evaporation loss from proposed reservoir to be 32.86 
inches (2.74 feet), resulting in an annual evaporation volume of 991 acre-feet. (Id. at page 7) 

51. Averaging the estimated total annual evaporation of 991 acre-feet over the entire year 
results in a constant flow of approximately 1.40 cfs. (Exhibit A32, page 7) TLCC proposes 
releasing 1.40 cfs of Mink Creek water past its Mink Creek diversion all year to offset the 
evaporation loss from the reservoir. (Testimony of David Schiess) 

52. Using the IDEQ method, Schiess & Associates estimated that evaporation from the 
proposed reservoir could exceed 1.4 cfs in June, July, and August, even after including an offset for 
expected precipitation. (Exhibit A9, page 37) According to Schiess & Associates, instantaneous 
evaporation in July could exceed 2.6 cfs if actual precipitation is less than expected. (Id.) 

53. The BRWUA Agreement includes the following recital: 

In order to meet FERC's mitigation requirements, [TLCC] has proposed to mitigate 
environmental impacts to fish and to mitigate for evaporation impacts of the 
reservoir by allowing 10 cfs of Water Right No. 13-901 to flow past [TLCC's] 
authorized point of diversion to provide natural flow water down to where Mink 
Creek flows into the Bear River .... [TLCC] may thereafter pump 8.6 cfs of water 
from below the proposed dam site into its distribution canals, leaving 1.4 cfs in the 
Bear River for evaporative losses. (BRWUA Agreement, Recital D) 

54. The BRWUA Agreement uses a different method for calculating evaporation than the 
IDEQ method used by Schiess & Associates. The BRWUA Agreement uses evaporation data from 
ET Idaho Station No. 107346 in Preston, Idaho. (See Attachment to BRWUA Agreement) Using 
the ET Idaho precipitation deficit table for deep, open water systems (lakes or reservoirs), the 
BRWUA Agreement estimates annual evaporation from the proposed reservoir to be 112.99 acre
feet. (BRWUA Agreement, Recital F) 

55. 112.99 acre-feet equates to 0.27 cfs when averaged over the irrigation season, April 
through October. (BRWUA Agreement, Recital F) The ET Idaho table included as an attachment 
to the BRWUA Agreement shows, after factoring in average precipitation, positive monthly 
evaporation generally only occurs in June, July, August, and September. (See Attachment to 
BRWUA Agreement) 112.99 acre feet equates to 0.47 cfs when averaged over 122 days, June 
through September. 

56. "If following completion of the [TLCC] Dam the actual evaporation is determined by 
the IDWR to be a greater amount, [TLCC] will increase its mitigation releases to an amount not 
less than the actual evaporation amount so as to fully mitigate any evaporation loss to BRWUA 
members." (BRWUA Agreement, (2)(a)) 

57. The ET Idaho estimate of evaporation is more reliable than the Schiess & Associates 
estimate of evaporation (IDEQ method) for two reasons. First, the ET Idaho estimates are based on 
meteorological data from the immediate area (Preston), rather than from Logan, Utah. Second, the 
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ET Idaho estimate is for deep, open water systems such as lakes and reservoirs rather than for 
wastewater lagoons, which are much shallower. 

58. "Long-term infiltration losses [from the proposed reservoir] are expected to be minimal 
after the reservoir fills and lake-bed sediments become saturated." (Exhibit A9, page 38) 

59. The proposed dam and reservoir would be constrncted within a canyon of the Bear 
River known as the Oneida Narrows. "The Bear River Narrows [or Oneida Narrows] is a scenic 
area with riverine-riparian vegetation along the river, rugged canyons, steep cliffs, mountainous 
terrain and wildlife." (Exhibit A9, page ES-10) The Oneida Narrows includes a high-gradient 
section of river with fast-flowing water. (Testimony of David Teuscher; Exhibit A 12, page 37) 

60. The proposed dam will be built about % of a mile upstream of the mouth of the Oneida 
Narrows canyon, inundating the remainder of the Bear River in the narrows section. (Testimony of 
Clair Bosen) The proposed reservoir will inundate approximately 5 miles of the Bear River in the 
Oneida Narrows, which equates to about 90% of the canyon. (Exhibit P708, page 12) 

61. The BLM has designated a portion of its land within the Oneida Narrows as an Area of 
Critical Environmental Concern, "where special management attention is required to protect and 
prevent irreparable damage to important historic, cultural, or scenic values, fish and wildlife 
resources and other natural systems or processes .... " (Exhibit P8 l 2, page 11) 

62. TLCC hired Dr. Thomas Hardy at the Institute for Natural Systems Engineering 
("INSE") at Utah State University to complete studies relating to fisheries and aquatic habitat. 
(Exhibits Al2 thru Al4 (Studies 1-4)) Dr. Hardy testified at the hearing as an expert in fish biology 
and aquatic habitat. Dr. Hardy analyzed water temperature, existing fisheries resources, and aquatic 
habitat for the Bear River downstream of Oneida Dam and for Mink Creek. 

63. Historical data provided by TLCC shows water temperatures in the Bear River range 
from 0°C to 22°C at a site downstream of the proposed reservoir. (Exhibit A9, pages 47-51, Station 
4906140 (identified as "BR4")) The highest temperature measured at the INSE BR4 site in 2009 
was 20.2°C. (Exhibit A9, page 50) 

64. Water temperatures greater than 25°C are stressful on salmonid species and can be 
lethal if lasting for an extended period of time. (Testimony of Tom Hardy; Exhibit P701, page 34 
(doc. page 4)) "Salmonid" is a term used to describe the family of fish that includes salmon and 
trout. (Exhibit P710, Glossary, page 45) 

65. TLCC's study regarding water temperatures at the proposed reservoir site agreed with 
the historical data: "Temperature observations were generally in compliance with the standards for 
cold water aquatic life requiring temperature to be :'.S22°C with :'.S l9°C for a daily average." (Exhibit 
A9, page 66) 

66. The most favorable temperature regime for trout (including BCT) in the Bear River 
between Oneida Dam and the Idaho-Utah border is located in the Oneida Narrows. (Exhibit P707, 
page 2) Temperatures in the mainstem become less favorable for salmonid species as you move 
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downstream of the Oneida Narrows. (Testimony of Tom Hardy; Exhibit Al 2, page 130) The Bear 
River downstream of the Oneida Narrows can reach peak summer temperatures that approach lethal 
limits for BCT. (Exhibit P707, page 2) 

67. "[BCT] is the only native trout in the Bear River system." (Exhibit P7 l 1, page 361) 
Within the state of Idaho, BCT are only found in the Bear River and its tributaries. (Testimony of 
David Teuscher) BCT have been identified by IDFG as a species of greatest conservation need. 
(Exhibit P710, Appendix F, pages 31-33) "Populations of flu vial [BCT] in the larger streams of the 
Bear River drainage are depressed." (Id. at page 32 (citation omitted)) 

68. Warren Colyer, director of Trout Unlimited's watershed restoration program, testified as 
an expert in aquatic ecology and BCT's use of and movement in the Bear River and its tributaries. 
As part of a graduate degree program, Mr. Colyer studied the movement and habitat use of fluvial 
BCT in the Bear River. (Exhibit P300) Mr. Colyer's work for Trout Unlimited has included 
coordinating projects to restore migration corridors for fluvial BCT populations. (Id.) Mr. Colyer's 
testimony regarding BCT life strategies and use of the mainstem Bear River was persuasive. 

69. David Teuscher, Regional Fisheries Manager over southeast Idaho for IDFG, testified at 
the hearing as an expert in aquatic habitat, fisheries, and fishing recreation. Mr. Teuscher is the co
author of a 2007 IDFG guidance document, Management Plan for Conservation of Bonneville 
Cutthroat Trout in Idaho ("BCT Management Plan"). (Exhibit P712) 

70. The BCT Management Plan describes three BCT life history strategies: 

[BCT] in Idaho exhibit three potential life history characteristics; resident, fluvial, 
and adfluvial. Resident life history pattern fish can spend their entire lives in 
tributary streams, while fluvial fish migrate from the river to spawn in smaller 
water and return to the river. Adfluvial fish spend most of their lives in lakes and 
spawn upstream primarily in tributaries. Multiple life history patterns within a 
population add to its biodiversity and resiliency. (Exhibit P712, page 8 ( citation 
omitted)) 

71. Fluvial populations are especially important to the survival of a species because they 
disperse genetic material between resident populations and can re-colonize areas where resident fish 
may have been eliminated by a local catastrophic event. (Exhibit P813, page 3 and Exhibit P34, 
pages 14-18) In order for a fluvial BCT population to be viable, there needs to be acceptable 
mainstem and tributary habitat available to support the full life cycles of the fish. (Testimony of 
Warren Colyer) 

72. Fluvial BCT can travel great distances between their primary habitat and their spawning 
habitat. (Testimony of Warren Colyer) Fluvial BCT that use the Cub River for spawning (located 
approximately 40 miles downstream of Oneida Dam) could use the Oneida Narrows as primary 
habitat. (Id.; Exhibit P302, page 2; Exhibit Al 2, page 114) 
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73. IDFG's BCT Management Plan divides the Bear River in Idaho into six management 
units. (Exhibit P712, pages 14-15) The Bear River and its tributaries between Oneida Dam and the 
Idaho-Utah border are identified as the Riverdale Management Unit. (Id. at pages 27-29) 

74. "[A] fluvial population of [BCT] was observed in mainstem reaches in the Bear River 
within the Riverdale management unit during general population surveys completed in 1988 and 
1993." (Exhibit P7 l 2, page 28) The BCT Management Plan rates the population of BCT in the 
Bear River [in the Riverdale management unit] as "low," meaning electro-fishing surveys found 
less than 5 fish per 100 meters of river. (Id. at pages 13 and 29) 

75. "[T]he fluvial population component in the Riverdale management unit appears to be 
declining precipitously based on recent surveys." (Exhibit P712, page 56) Fish surveys conducted 
in 2005 and 2006 found no BCT in the Bear River between Oneida Dam and Riverdale. (Exhibit 
P700, page 13) Evidence provided by TLCC, however, shows that BCT are still present in the Bear 
River below Oneida Dam. (Exhibit A9, page 178; Exhibit A 12, page 20) 

76. As part of his studies, Dr. Hardy divided the Bear River below Oneida Dam into five 
reaches. (Exhibit Al2, pages 36-51) Reaches 4 and 5 encompass the area to be inundated by the 
proposed reservoir and are generally synonymous with the term "Oneida Narrows" as it is used in 
this Order. (Id. at pages 37-43) Reach 3 is the 2-mile stretch of the Bear River immediately 
downstream of the proposed reservoir site and includes the confluence with Mink Creek. (Id. at 
pages 43-45) 

77. BCT are primarily located in Reaches 3, 4, and 5 as compared to the downstream 
reaches of the Bear River. (Exhibit A9, pages 101 and 106) Reaches 3, 4, and 5 also serve as the 
primary habitat for Rainbow Trout, Brown Trout, and Mountain Whitefish as compared to the 
downstream reaches of the Bear River. (Id. at pages 100-110) "Generally, trout species and 
smallmouth bass exhibited the greatest density in the proposed inundation area of the Bear River 
Narrows and quickly decreased as distance from Oneida Dam increased." (Id. at page 112) 

78. "The most abundant habitat for salmonid species occurs in the [Oneida Narrows] 
canyon reach of the Bear River, much of which will be inundated by the new reservoir." (Exhibit 
A9, page ES-5) "Below this reach [salmonid] habitat quantity decreases by about 50%." (Id.; 
Exhibit A9, pages 113-126) Below Oneida Dam, there are approximate! y 10 contiguous miles of 
suitable habitat for trout species. (Testimony of Warren Colyer) The proposed reservoir would 
inundate about half of the available trout habitat in that stretch of the Bear River. (Id.) 

79. Dr. Hardy conducted a telemetry study which confirmed BCT use of the proposed 
inundation area during all seasons. (Exhibit A9, pages 147-151) 14 of the 32 BCT tagged in the 
study were captured in Reaches 4 and 5. (Exhibit Al2, pages 105-106) The majority of BCT 
telemetry locations were on the mainstem of the Bear River, with over 35% of those locations 
occurring within the proposed inundation area. (Id. at page 109; Exhibit P303, Attachment) 

80. The Oneida Narrows is a critical section of primary aquatic habitat for current BCT 
populations and for the rehabilitation of BCT in the Riverdale section of the Bear River. 
(Testimony of Warren Colyer and David Teuscher) BCT exhibiting a fluvial life strategy use the 
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mainstem of the Bear River for rearing and maturing, then use tributaries for spawning. (Id.) BCT 
spawning usually occurs during the spring and early summer. (Exhibit P712, page 9) 

81. Mink Creek provides better habitat than the mainstem Bear River in terms of BCT 
spawning and early life stage rearing. (Testimony of Tom Hardy) Although the Oneida Narrows 
may not be ideal for BCT or Rainbow trout spawning, it is an acceptable spawning area for 
Mountain whitefish and Brown trout. (Exhibit A9, page ES-6) 

82. The BCT Management Plan states that "the primary focus of conservation in the 
Riverdale management unit should be on protecting existing populations from habitat degradation 
and reconnecting tributary spawning habitats for mainstem fluvial populations." (Exhibit P712, 
page 56) The Bear River mainstem and the Cub River are listed as top priorities. (Id. at page 57) 
Although Mink Creek is identified as "likely the best spawning tributary in [the Riverdale 
management unit] for [the] fluvial [BCT] population," Mink Creek is listed as one of the lowest 
priorities in the area. (Id.) It will require much more than simply creating a minimum flow to 
establish Mink Creek as well-functioning BCT spawning tributary. (Exhibit P38, pages 6-7) 

83. IDFG periodically prepares a Fisheries Management Plan ("FMP"), which describes the 
agency's goals and objectives and sets forth specific management directives for each of the regions 
in the state. (Exhibit P71 l, page 1) The current FMP lists specific objectives for management of 
the Bear River and its tributaries, including improving habitat for [BCT] and working with other 
groups to enhance BCT in the Bear River system. (Id. at pages 364-365) 

84. During the hearing, TLCC challenged IDFG' s participation in this contested case under 
IDFG's current policies. Pursuant to the FMP, IDFG is authorized to participate in the review of 
water right applications and FERC hydropower applications. (Exhibit P711, page 18) "[IDFG] 
will ensure that cutthroat trout are considered in fisheries, land, and water management decisions in 
their remaining habitat." (Id. at page 23) 

85. IDFG has concluded that the proposed project is not consistent with its FMP or the 
goals stated in its BCT Management Plan. (Exhibit P708, page 13) "The nearly 5 miles of rearing 
and migratory corridor in the Bear River is an essential component of habitat throughout the BCT's 
range." (Id.) "As proposed, the reconnection of Mink Creek as the primary mitigation measure, in 
conjunction with the inundation of mainstem habitat, will result in a significant loss of critical 
habitat and impede restoration of BCT in Idaho." (Id.) 

86. TLCC proposes releasing 10 cfs past its diversion on Mink Creek continuously 
throughout the year to mitigate for the impacts to aquatic habitat resulting from inundation of the 
Oneida Narrows. TLCC argues the 10 cfs flow could improve water temperatures for salmonid 
habitat and spawning in Mink Creek during low water years when flows in the creek would 
otherwise drop below 10 cfs. (Exhibit A9, page 90) 

87. TLCC also argues the 10 cfs flow would facilitate fish passage across obstacles that act 
as barriers during low flows, providing access from the Bear River to upper Mink Creek. 
(Testimony of Dr. Hardy) Potential low flow fish barriers include the TLCC diversion dam and a 
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rock waterfall located about 1.3 miles upstream from the Mink Creek confluence with the Bear 
River. (Exhibit A9, pages 158 and 162-165; Exhibit A14, page 51) 

88. The 10 cfs Mink Creek minimum flow would provide minimal benefits in terms of 
water temperatures in Mink Creek or the Bear River. "Although temperatures are likely to drop, the 
Mink Creek mitigation will improve conditions for coldwater fisheries in Mink Creek only 
marginally because Mink Creek already fully supports that use." (Exhibit A9, page 89) "All of the 
historical and project temperature data from Mink Creek show that cold water aquatic life is fully 
supported with regard to temperature .... " (Id. at page 88) "[A]ny small reduction in Mink Creek 
temperature will be absorbed in the much larger Bear River with no measureable impact on the 
Bear River temperature." (Id. at page 89) 

89. The 10 cfs Mink Creek minimum flow proposed by TLCC would provide little or no 
benefit to the trout species in terms of spawning. "For rainbow and cutthroat trout, Mink Creek 
flows are normally well in excess of the 10 cfs during the April - June spawning window." 
(Exhibit A9, page 90) 

90. "In the Bear River system, BCT that reside in the mainstem Bear River for part of their 
life history, typically make a spawning migration upstream into tributaries like Mink Creek in the 
high flow season .... " (Exhibit P813, page 3; Testimony of Warren Colyer) During the low flow 
time period on Mink Creek, when the TLCC release will provide flow for fish passage, BCT are 
least likely to be moving in or out of Mink Creek. (Testimony of Warren Colyer) 

91. The 10 cfs Mink Creek minimum flow may not even provide benefits to fish in terms 
of fish passage. Dr. Hardy testified during cross-examination that he believed fish could make it 
past the barriers in lower Mink Creek with a minimum flow of 10 cfs. However, the selection of 10 
cfs as a bypass flow was not the result of a fish passage analysis. (Id.) No specific evidence was 
presented as to how the 10 cfs value was selected. Outside of Dr. Hardy's statement, there is no 
evidence in the record that 10 cfs is sufficient to allow passage across the TLCC diversion dam or 
across the rock waterfall. (See Exhibit A 14, pages 12-17) 

92. Approximately 88 acres of riparian habitat will be inundated by the proposed reservoir. 
(Exhibit A9, page 199) "Riparian habitat, which is an important habitat type for many wildlife 
species, is more limited in distribution within the immediate project vicinity." (Id. at page ES-7) 
The river channel and a portion of the riparian land in the project area are designated as wetland 
areas by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. (Id. at page 327) 

93. The Oneida Narrows canyon is made up of a number of habitat types including: 
deciduous and evergreen forests, wetlands, grasslands, open water, and multiple riparian habitat 
types. (Exhibit A9, pages 183-184) The convergence of the various habitats available in the 
Oneida Narrows provides synergistic benefits that are not likely to be available in other locations in 
the area. (Testimony of David Delehanty) 

94. If reservoir levels are held relatively constant, about 15 acres of riparian vegetation 
could develop around the proposed reservoir. (Exhibit A9, page 199) Withdrawal of the 5,000 
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acre-feet of irrigation storage will lower the water level in the reservoir by 16 feet, making it 
difficult to establish a riparian area around the reservoir. (Exhibit A9, pages ES-2 and 2) 

95. "[R]eservoir shoreline areas, proposed as sites where [TLCC] proposes to establish 
wetlands are not in-kind replacement for the river shore habitats that would be lost in the [proposed 
inundation] area." (Exhibit P813, page 3) Reservoir fringe riparian habitat is subject to a greater 
concentration of human activity and disturbance. (Testimony of David Delehanty) A riparian 
fringe around a reservoir takes a long time to develop and is not as robust as river riparian habitats 
(Testimony of Martha Wackenhut) 

96. The DLA asserts that 4 acres of riparian habitat would develop through the Mink Creek 
mitigation (10 cfs minimum flow). (Exhibit A9, pages 199 and 332) "At present, it does not 
appear that the seasonal dewatering of Mink Creek has a notable impact on the riparian community 
downstream of the [TLCC] diversion dam." (Id. at page 165) 

97. 48 animal species, which may exist within the proposed project area based on IDFG 
records, are designated by IDFG as "Idaho Species of Greatest Conservation Need." (Exhibit A9, 
page 208) No federal threatened or endangered species are located within the project area. (Id.) 

98. The existing non-aquatic species in the Narrows canyon rely on the riparian and riverine 
habitats for foraging, water, nesting, roosting, open water during the winter, and/or cover. 
(Testimony of Corey Class and Martha Wackenhut) The presence of open, free-flowing water is 
especially important to waterfowl species in the winter. (Exhibit P39, pages 5-8) 

99. "The loss or change of habitat, particularly riparian habitat, would likely change the mix 
of wildlife species and the amount of wildlife present in the immediate project area." (Exhibit A9, 
page 251) "Wildlife would continue to use the area, but some animals would initially be displaced 
and move to available habitat outside the project impact area causing a decrease in the local wildlife 
population and diversity." (Id.) 

100. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to fully mitigate for the riparian habitat lost 
through inundation by the proposed project. (Testimony of Martha Wackenhut) Rehabilitation of 
nearby impaired riparian areas will still result in a net loss of riparian habitat. (Id.) 

101. Although the DLA refers to a Riparian Habitat Development Plan, which is 
intended to mitigate for the loss of riparian habitat areas, no such plan presently exists, and there is 
no current legal obligation requiring its development. (Exhibit A9, page B-2) 

102. The Oneida Narrows is a popular recreation area. Camping, fishing, swimming, 
boating, and tubing are the most popular recreational activities in the canyon area. (Exhibit PC206, 
page 95) The canyon is also used for hiking, hunting, and wildlife viewing. (Testimony of Kerry 
Larsen) Oneida Narrows, with its various water-based recreation activities, is a popular location for 
family reunions and other group activities. (Exhibit P622, page 5) 

103. "The Oneida Narrows provides recreation opportunities that are not found elsewhere 
on the Bear River due to numerous dams and dewatered reaches." (Exhibit P815, page 1) Because 
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of the good public access road and the public (BLM) ownership of much of the canyon, the public 
is able to easily access the canyon. (Id.) 

104. The local public uses the canyon heavily and enjoys the water-based recreation 
opportunities the canyon provides. (Testimony of Murray Nichols) Oneida Narrows and its river
based recreation add to the quality of life of the local community. (Testimony of Tom Lucia) 
Recreation surveys conducted for TLCC may not accurately reflect the full extent of recreation 
taking place within the Oneida Narrows. (Exhibit P34, pages 23-24) 

105. The recreation use of the canyon has grown exponentially over the last two decades. 
(Testimony of Star Coulbrooke) The quality of recreation within the Oneida Narrows has also 
improved over the last twenty years. (See Exhibit P415, pages 13-14; Exhibit A17, pages 11-13) 

106. The majority of people that use the canyon come from within the region. (Exhibit 
P815, Attachment, page 1) Over half of the anglers surveyed by IDFG in the Oneida Narrows in a 
2003 study identified themselves as "residents." (Exhibit P700, page 14) A survey completed for 
TLCC found that over two-thirds of the visitors to the Oneida Narrows area live within 40 miles of 
the area. (Exhibit Al 7, page 9) TLCC's survey concluded: "[T]he Oneida Narrows area is mostly 
enjoyed by local and regional residents rather than being a national recreation destination." (Id.) 

107. "A Class II-ill whitewater boating run begins ... downstream of the [Oneida Dam] 
powerhouse and extends approximately 6 miles downstream to [Bosen] diversion dam." (Exhibit 
PC206, page 95) "The [Oneida Narrows] is a unique resource for teaching kayaking and canoeing 
because of the level of difficulty of the river (Class m and the proximity to the road." (Written 
Testimony of Jean Lown) The lower portion of the canyon flattens out and is not very good for 
rafting or kayaking. (Testimony of Dana Olson) 

108. There are some recreation opportunities for whitewater rafting and kayaking in the 
immediate area, specifically in the Black Canyon stretch of the Bear River, located between 
PacifiCorp's Grace hydropower facility and Oneida Reservoir. (See PC204, pages 50-54) 
However, Black Canyon is very technical and dangerous for all but advanced kayakers and boaters. 
(Testimony of Kerry Larsen and Dana Olson) 

109. A large portion of the total recreation fishing activity in Franklin County takes place 
on the mainstem of the Bear River. (Exhibit P714) The Bear River, when viewed as a single 
recreation site, surpassed all other recreation fishing sites in Franklin County in 2003 in terms of 
dollars spent on fishing trips. (Exhibit P714) 

110. "The reach below Oneida Dam is the most heavily fished portion of the Bear River 
in Idaho .... " (Exhibit P7 l 2, page 41) A survey conducted by IDFG of people fishing the Bear 
River between Oneida Dam and Riverdale showed the highest fishing usage and success rate took 
place within the Oneida Narrows section. (Exhibit P700, pages 14-18) The quality of fishing in the 
Oneida Narrows coincides with the abundance of trout within that reach. (See Exhibit Al 2, pages 
116-127) The existing fishing opportunities below the proposed dam are not as good as those 
currently existing in the area to be inundated. (Exhibit P700, pages 14-18) 
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111. Fishing recreation within the Oneida Narrows has increased dramatically over the 
last 25 years. (See Exhibit P701, Figure 6, page 17) The success rate ( catch rate) for rainbow trout 
within the Oneida Narrows has also improved over the same time period. (Id.) 

112. The Oneida Narrows is such a popular recreational fishery, IDFG stocks 12,000 
sterile rainbow trout at sites below Oneida Dam every year. (Exhibit P700, page 13) "[P]ast and 
present stocking programs help meet angler demands that cannot be met by native species alone 
such as BCT and mountain whitefish." (Id.) As the BCT population within the Oneida Narrows is 
restored, the rainbow trout stocking program will change. (Exhibit P712, page 42) 

113. The Oneida Narrows section of the Bear River is fully accessible to the public 
because of the public road that parallels the river through the canyon. (Exhibit P700, page 14) "In 
total, there is approximately 11 miles of publicly owned land along the Bear River in Idaho." (Id. at 
page 18 (citation omitted)) "The largest contiguous section is in the Oneida River Narrows." (Id.) 
"In additional to 2.7 miles of BLM land, PacifiCorp owns and manages 3.7 miles of river front 
property in the Narrows for public access." (Id.) 

114. Outside of the Oneida Narrows canyon, the Bear River between Oneida Dam and 
the Idaho-Utah border is primarily private land with limited public access for fishing. (Testimony 
of David Teuscher; Exhibit A9, page 283) Lower Mink Creek is also surrounded by private 
property, making public access to the creek difficult. (Protest of Great Salt Lake Keeper, pages 4-5) 

115. There are nine reservoirs with public access within Franklin County. (Testimony of 
David Teuscher; Exhibit P41 l, page 3) If the proposed reservoir is built, it will replace a preferred 
and rare river/trout fishing opportunity with a less-preferred reservoir fishing opportunity that is 
already abundant in Franklin County. (Testimony of David Teuscher) The proposed reservoir will 
have the same fish composition as Oneida Reservoir, a warm-water fishery dominated by non
native species, including carp. (Testimony of Tom Hardy) 

116. PacifiCorp operates four hydroelectric facilities on the mainstem of the Bear River 
(Soda, Grace, Oneida, and Cutler). (Exhibit A9, page 22) Three of the facilities (Soda, Grace, and 
Oneida) were relicensed by FERC in 2003 ("2003 License"), in addition to the Cove Plant, which 
has since been decommissioned. (Exhibit PC204) During relicensing, Soda, Grace, Oneida, and 
Cove were consolidated into one project designated as the Bear River Hydroelectric Project No. 20 
("Project 20"). (Id.) 

117. In conjunction with the relicensing of Project 20, PacifiCorp negotiated a settlement 
agreement ("2002 Agreement") with participants to the relicensing process, which included the 
state of Idaho. (Exhibit PC205) The 2002 Agreement was signed by Governor Dirk Kempthome 
on behalf of the state of Idaho. (Id. at page 43) Mark Stenberg testified at the hearing as an expert 
on the terms and implementation of the 2003 License and 2002 Agreement. 

118. The 2002 Agreement was the result of three years of negot1at10ns with the 
relicensing participants. (Testimony of Mark Stenberg) Representatives from GYC and Trout 
Unlimited were very involved in the negotiation of the 2002 Agreement. (Testimony of Marv Hoyt 
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and Scott Yates) Large amounts of time and resources have been dedicated by the parties to the 
negotiation and implementation of the 2002 Agreement. (Testimony of Marv Hoyt) 

119. "In general, the [2002 Agreement] contains specific measures that will protect and 
enhance the environmental resources of the portions of the Bear River affected by the project." 
(Exhibit PC204, page 5) "These measures include proposals designed to enhance fishery and 
wildlife resources, provide additional recreational opportunities, and provide for improved 
management of project lands." (Id.) The 2003 License balanced the benefits of dependable 
hydropower and its associated environmental consequences with the benefits arising from extensive 
mitigation measures adopted by PacifiCorp. (See Exhibit PC204, pages 20-23) 

120. Under the 2002 Agreement, PacifiCorp must "provide funding up to $648,000 in 
one time costs and up to $567,000 annually, for the studies and implementation of the aquatic 
resources restoration measures." (Exhibit PC204, page 6) The majority of fishery protection and 
enhancement measures in the 2002 Agreement focus on the restoration of BCT. (Id. at page 5) 

121. The 2003 License requires PacifiCorp to "develop a plan for undertaking actions to 
benefit and restore aquatic and riparian habitat for BCT and other fish and wildlife resources .... " 
(Exhibit PC204, page 38) PacifiCorp is also required to prepare a comprehensive BCT Restoration 
Plan in consultation with the Environmental Coordination Committee ("ECC"), a group of 
representatives from the parties to the 2002 Agreement. (Exhibit PC205, pages 1, 14 and 27; 
Exhibit PC204, pages 35-37) The BCT Restoration Plan must include specific measures, including 
a BCT telemetry study for the Bear River and its tributaries in Idaho. (Exhibit PC204, pages 36 and 
37) The BCT restoration plan and telemetry study, if completed, were not offered into the 
administrative record for this contested case. 

122. Pursuant to the 2002 Agreement, PacifiCorp created a habitat enhancement grant 
fund, used for reconnection projects, fencing riparian areas, fish screening, and fish passage 
improvements. (Testimony of Mark Stenberg) PacifiCorp has granted over $400,000 for habitat 
improvements. (Id.) These funds have been matched with $1.2 million in federal funds. (Id.) 
None of this money has been spent on projects within the Mink Creek drainage. (Id.) 

123. PacifiCorp is also required to "provide funding up to $160,000 in one time costs and 
up to $17,000 annually for the implementation of the recreation measures." (Exhibit PC204, pages 
7 and 47-49, See also Exhibit PC205, pages 21-25) The boundaries for Project 20 were expanded 
to incorporate the recreational sites in the Oneida Narrows canyon. (Exhibit PC204, pages 12-13) 
PacifiCorp has spent $100,000 on improving the public road in the canyon. (Testimony of Mark 
Stenberg) PacifiCorp has also fenced off riparian areas and terminated agricultural leases within 
the canyon. (Id.) Overall, PacifiCorp has spent about $500,000 in the Oneida Narrows canyon in 
habitat improvement and public access improvement, not including staff time. (Id.) 

124. The existence of the Oneida Narrows as available habitat for BCT is essential for 
the ECC's BCT restoration work in the Bear River below Oneida Dam to be successful. 
(Testimony of Marv Hoyt) If the Oneida Narrows is inundated, the current benefits resulting from 
money spent by PacifiCorp and the ECC on public access, recreation, habitat improvements, and 
BCT restoration below Oneida Dam would be lost. (Id.) 
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125. PacifiCorp operates the outlet works on Bear Lake and maintains contracts to 
provide storage water from Bear Lake to various water users upstream and downstream of the 
proposed project. (Exhibits PC208, PC23 l-PC244, PC249-PC25 l, and PC256) PacifiCorp also 
maintains contracts and agreements relating to water levels in Bear Lake and the Bear Lake 
National Wildlife Refuge and flows into and out of Bear Lake. (Exhibits PC208, PC245-PC248) 

126. PacifiCorp operates its Bear River hydropower facilities "in a coordinated manner to 
meet irrigation demands and generate power." (Exhibit PC204, page 3) The PacifiCorp facilities 
are usually operated in a modified run-of-the-river mode, meaning there can be some shaping of 
reservoir releases, based on downstream irrigation demand, with Oneida releases varying to 
optimize power production. (Id.) 

127. The 2003 License requires a minimum flow of 250 cfs below Oneida Dam, unless 
inflow to Oneida Reservoir is less than 250 cfs. (Exhibit PC204, page 42) The 2002 Agreement 
also states that PacifiCorp will try to maintain a minimum operational flow of 900 cfs in the Oneida 
Narrows section between Memorial Day and Labor Day for whitewater boating. (Exhibit PC205, 
page 24) PacifiCorp is restricted in how quickly it can ramp down flow out of Oneida Reservoir. 
(Exhibit PC204, page 6) 

128. Prior to relicensing, large, immediate flow fluctuations occurred downstream of 
Oneida Dam. (Exhibit P701, page 12 (doc. page 4); Exhibit P704, Figures 1 and 2) After the 2003 
License was issued, large, immediate fluctuations in flows below the Oneida facility are no longer a 
significant issue and the proposed project will have little value in buffering river fluctuations. (Id.) 

129. PacifiCorp owns five hydropower water rights at Cutler Dam (located downstream 
of the proposed project), with priority dates senior to January 1, 1976, totaling 3,540 cfs. (Exhibit 
PC230, Water Delivery Schedule No. 1; Exhibits PC252, PC252C, and PC255, page 10) There are 
times when the flow of the Bear River at Cutler Dam exceeds PacifiCorp's hydropower pre-1976 
water rights. (Testimony of Connely Baldwin) 

130. Excess water, which cannot be used for irrigation or hydropower under existing 
water rights, is released over the Cutler Dam spillway into the Bear River channel below the dam. 
(Testimony of Connely Baldwin) During the winter season, there is rarely any spill past Cutler 
Reservoir. (Id.) During the summer months, once the run-off has ended, all of the water at Cutler 
Dam is diverted for irrigation. (Id.) 

131. "Historically, [using] the flow data from about 1922 to the present, [spill at Cutler 
Dam] does occur on about 64% of the years." (Testimony of Connely Baldwin) But, in the past ten 
years, excess flows at Cutler Dam have only occurred one out of every three years. (Id.) 

132. The water rights held by PacifiCorp for Cutler Dam are the largest water rights 
downstream of the proposed project. (See Exhibit PC 230, Water Delivery Schedule No. 1) 
Because the water rights are non-consumptive, if the PacifiCorp hydropower rights at Cutler Dam 
are fully satisfied, then the remaining water rights on the Bear River downstream of the Cutler Dam 
will be satisfied. (Testimony of Connely Baldwin) 
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133. The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service has a water right from the Bear River (Utah water 
right #29-1014), which authorizes the diversion of 1,000 cfs under a 1928 priority date for use at 
the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge. (Protest of U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service) Even though 
2007 was a very poor water year in terms of available water supply in the Bear River drainage, the 
stream flow of the Bear River near Corinne, Utah (as measured at USGS Station 10126000) 
exceeded 1,000 cfs for most of the non-irrigation season (November 2006 - April 2007). (Exhibit 
Al, pages 07-1 thm 7-5, and 07-47) 

134. TLCC must obtain other permits in addition to a water right permit from IDWR and 
a FERC license before proceeding with the proposed project. A Section 404 permit must be 
obtained from the Army Corps of Engineers for the discharge of fill material into the Bear River to 
constmct the proposed dam. (Exhibit P803, pages 1-2) The Section 404 permit application may be 
filed at any time, but had not been filed as of the hearing date. (Testimony of Nick Josten) 

135. As part of its Section 404 permit application, TLCC will be required to provide a 
detailed review of alternatives to the proposed project. (Exhibit P803, pages 2-4) As of December 
2011, TLCC had not sufficiently evaluated other alternatives to the proposed project. (Id.) "The 
EPA has significant concerns regarding the proposed project's potential impacts on aquatic 
resources, water quality, dissolved oxygen, and temperature of the Bear River." (Id. at page 6) 

136. TLCC will also be required to obtain a Section 401 water quality permit from the 
EPA and IDEQ. (Testimony of Nick Josten) The Section 401 permit application is generally filed 
at the same time the final license application is submitted to FERC. (Id.) A mineral extraction 
permit and separate right-of-way permit may also be required from the BLM. (Testimony of David 
Schiess and Exhibit 812, page 11) 

137. A similar water right application (13-7462) was filed by S&F Power Co. on 
February 16, 1989. (Exhibit IDWR2) Application 13-7462 proposed the following: 

Point of Diversion: T14S, R40E, Sec. 16, SWNE (location of dam) 
Beneficial Uses: 

Power 1,440 cfs 
Storage for Powerhead 17 ,800 acre-feet 

Total Quantity Appropriated: 17,800 acre-feet and 1,440 cfs 
Estimated Hydropower Generation Capacity: 9.8 MW 

1/1 to 12/31 
1/1 to 12/31 

138. Application 13-7462 was protested by a number of individuals and groups, 
including TLCC. (Exhibit IDWR3) The 13-7462 protestants raised many of the same concerns as 
were raised by the protestants in this contested case. (Id.) Although the 13-7462 protests generally 
referred to potential impacts to fish and wildlife habitat, they did not specifically focus on BCT 
concerns. (Id.) Application 13-7462 and its associated protests resulted in a contested case hearing 
before the Department. (Exhibit IDWR4) 

139. On September 26, 1990, the Department issued a Memorandum Decision in the 
case, rejecting the water right application. (Exhibit IDWR4) The basis for the rejection was that 1) 
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the proposed project would reduce the quantity of water under existing rights, 2) the applicant did 
not have sufficient financial resources to complete the project, and 3) the proposed project was not 
in the local public interest. (Exhibit IDWR4, pages 11-15) 

140. After setting forth the various local interest factors relating to the Oneida Narrows 
canyon and the project proposed in Application 13-7462, Keith Higginson, the Director of the 
Department at that time, reached the following conclusion: 

After due consideration it is determined that the expected benefits from construction 
of the dam and reservoir proposed ... are insufficient to overcome the negative 
public impacts. Approval of the application would not be in the local public 
interest. If the dam site, which is protected as a matter of state policy, and the 
canyon of the Oneida Narrows is to be utilized for a water storage project such 
project ought to provide widespread benefits in the local area and region. (Exhibit 
IDWR4, page 15) 

EVALUATION CRITERIA I ANALYSIS 

1. Idaho Code§ 42-203A(5) states in pertinent part: 

In all applications whether protested or not protested, where the proposed use is such 
(a) that it will reduce the quantity of water under existing water rights, or (b) that the 
water supply itself is insufficient for the purpose for which it is sought to be 
appropriated, or ( c) where it appears to the satisfaction of the director that such 
application is not made in good faith, is made for delay or speculative purposes, or (d) 
that the applicant has not sufficient financial resources with which to complete the 
work involved therein, or (e) that it will conflict with the local public interest as 
defined in section 42-2028, Idaho Code, or (f) that it is contrary to conservation of 
water resources within the state of Idaho, or (g) that it will adversely affect the local 
economy of the watershed or local area within which the source of water for the 
proposed use originates, in the case where the place of use is outside of the watershed 
or local area where the source of water originates; the director of the department of 
water resources may reject such application and refuse issuance of a permit therefor, or 
may partially approve and grant a permit for a smaller quantity of water than applied 
for, or may grant a permit upon conditions. 

2. The applicant bears the ultimate burden of persuasion regarding all factors set forth in 
Idaho Code§ 42-203A(5). (IDAPA 37.03.08.40.04.c) 

3. Prior to the hearing, the parties stipulated that element (f) relating to the conservation of 
water resources and element (g) relating to adverse effects to the local economy are not at issue in 
this contested case. There is no evidence in the record that the proposed project is contrary to the 
conservation of water resources within the state of Idaho or that the proposed place of use is outside 
of the watershed of the identified water source. 
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4. Rule 40.05 of the Department's Water Appropriation Rules (IDAPA 37.03.08) 
identifies certain information that must be provided by any applicant seeking to appropriate more 
than 5 cfs or more than 500 acre-feet of storage. The Department did not make a formal request for 
information under Rule 40.05. Therefore, the relevant information described in Rule 40.05 was to 
be included as part of TLCC' s evidence and pre-hearing disclosures. 

5. Rule 45 of the Department's Water Appropriation Rules (IDAPA 37.03.08) sets forth 
criteria for evaluating all applications to appropriate water. The criteria in Rule 45 provide 
additional guidance in applying the elements set forth in Idaho Code§ 42-203A(5). 

Reduction of Quantity of Water under Existing Rights I Mitigation 

6. An applicant shall provide information concerning "any design, constmction, or 
operation techniques which will be employed to eliminate or reduce the impact on other water 
rights." (IDAPA 37.03.08.40.05.c.iii) 

7. A proposed use reduces the quantity of water under an existing water right if "[t]he 
amount of water available under an existing water right will be reduced below the amount recorded 
by permit, license, decree or valid claim or the historical amount beneficially used by the water 
right holder under such recorded rights, whichever is less." (IDAPA 37.03.08.45.01.a) "An 
application that would otherwise be denied because of injury to another water right may be 
approved upon conditions which will mitigate losses of water to the holder of an existing water 
right, as determined by the Director." (IDAPA 37.03.08.45.01.a.iv) 

8. The term "mitigation" is used in two different contexts in this contested case. 
"Mitigation" is used to describe the plan to replace water lost from the Bear River system due to 
evaporation from the proposed reservoir. The term is also used to describe the replacement of lost 
or impacted local public interest elements such as aquatic habitat, riparian areas, or recreational 
opportunities. This section only addresses the mitigation for impacts to water rights. Mitigation for 
impacts to habitat, wildlife, and recreation is addressed in the local public interest analysis. 

9. The Department's water right records include a number of Idaho water rights for the 
Bear River downstream of the proposed project. (See Exhibit IDWR09) These downstream water 
rights authorize the diversion of more than 330 cfs. (Id.) Two of the rights, 13-4234 and 13-4236, 
do not include diversion rates, only annual diversion volumes. (Id.) The priority dates for these 
downstream rights range from 1880 to 1974. (Id.) Evaporation from the proposed reservoir will 
reduce the quantity of Bear River natural flow available to fill these downstream water rights. 

10. TLCC proposes to mitigate for impacts to downstream Bear River water rights by 
continuously releasing 10 cfs past its Mink Creek diversion and leaving 1.4 cfs of the bypass flow 
in the Bear River, where it will be available to downstream water rights. TLCC proposes to pump 
the remaining 8.6 cfs from the river into its canal. The mitigation flow rate to be left in the Bear 
River, 1.4 cfs, is greater than the calculated daily evaporation from the proposed reservoir. 
(Findings of Fact 49-57) 
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11. TLCC' s mitigation plan to offset evaporation losses is deficient in two ways. First, 
there are certain times of the year when no actual mitigation will take place. Evidence presented by 
TLCC shows there are times when the flow past the TLCC headgate on Mink Creek exceeds 10 cfs. 
(Exhibit A9, page 35) In fact, the evidence suggests that flows in Mink Creek below the TLCC 
diversion exceed 10 cfs for about 8 months of the year. (Id.) These naturally-occurring excess 
flows are not intentional releases and cannot be considered mitigation. TLCC appears to be seeking 
mitigation credit for bypass flows that would occur regardless of a mitigation requirement. 

12. In order for a mitigation proposal to be viable, the mitigating party must demonstrate 
that the water being supplied as mitigation would not otherwise be available to the impacted parties. 
In this case, TLCC must show that the water used to mitigate for evaporation losses from the 
proposed reservoir is not water that would otherwise have entered the Bear River from Mink Creek. 

13. Second, TLCC's mitigation plan is deficient because it does not address the possibility 
that mitigation water will not actually reach the Bear River. Evidence suggests that lower Mink 
Creek may be a losing reach for at least part of the year. (Finding of Fact 9) There are also 
recorded water rights on Mink Creek downstream of the TLCC diversion dam that may divert Mink 
Creek water. (Finding of Fact 11) 

14. If 10 cfs is released past the TLCC diversion dam, and part of the flow is lost or diverted 
in lower Mink Creek, and TLCC diverts 8.6 cfs through its pumping stations on the Bear River, 
impacts to downstream water rights will not be mitigated. In fact, such a scenario would actually 
result in additional impacts to downstream water rights, above and beyond those caused by the 
evaporative losses. 

15. TLCC's proposal to use Mink Creek flows as exchange water to fill the proposed 
reservoir during times when there is no unallocated water available on the Bear River fails for the 
same reasons. Mr. Bosen testified that TLCC generally cannot divert Mink Creek water during the 
winter because the main canal and siphon freeze and cannot convey water. Water bypassing the 
TLCC Mink Creek diversion during such freezing events cannot be considered "replacement" or 
"exchange" water because TLCC would not have been able to divert the bypassed water anyway. 
There is also the issue that intentional bypass flows may not reach the Bear River because of losses 
or diversions in lower Mink Creek. 

Sufficiency of Water Supply 

16. An applicant shall provide information regarding "the water requirements of the 
proposed project, including, but not limited to, the required diversion rate during the peak use 
period and the average use period, the volume to be diverted per year, the period of year that water 
is required, and the volume of water that will be consumptively used per year." (IDAPA 
37.03.08.40.05.d.i) An applicant shall also provide information regarding "the quantity of water 
available from the source applied for, including, but not limited to, information concerning flow 
rates for surface water sources available during periods of peak and average project water demand . 
. . . " (IDAPA 37.03.08.40.05.d.ii) 
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17. "The water supply will be determined to be insufficient for the proposed use if water is 
not available for an adequate time interval in quantities sufficient to make the project economically 
feasible .... " (IDAPA 37.03.08.45.01.b) 

18. TLCC met its burden of persuasion regarding the sufficiency of the water supply. 
Although unallocated water may not be available to fill the proposed reservoir every year, 
unallocated water is periodically available and the reservoir could legally capture water during such 
times. TLCC also demonstrated that flows in the Bear River below Oneida Dam are sufficient to 
support its proposed hydropower facility. 

Good Faith I Speculation 

19. An applicant shall provide "copies of deeds, leases, easements or applications for rights
of-way from federal or state agencies documenting a possessory interest in the lands necessary for 
all project facilities and the place of use or if such interest can be obtained by eminent domain 
proceedings the applicant must show that appropriate actions are being taken to obtain the interest." 
(IDAPA 37.03.08.40.05.e.i) The applicant shall also provide "copies of applications for other 
needed permits, licenses and approvals, and must keep the department apprised of the status of the 
applications and any subsequent approvals or denials." (IDAPA 37.03.08.40.05.e.ii) 

20. In determining whether an application is not made in good faith or is made for delay or 
speculative purposes, the Department should analyze the intentions of the applicant with respect to 
the filing and diligent pursuit of application requirements. (IDAPA 37.03.08.45.c) An application 
will be found to have been made in good faith if the applicant has "legal access to the property 
necessary to constmct and operate the proposed project [or] has the authority to exercise eminent 
domain authority to obtain such access," "is in the process of obtaining other permits needed to 
construct and operate the project;" and that "[t]here are no obvious impediments that prevent the 
successful completion of the project." (Id.) 

21. "Speculation for the purpose of this rule is an intention to obtain a permit to appropriate 
water without the intention of applying the water to beneficial use with reasonable diligence." 
(IDAPA 37.03.08.45.c) "The judgment of another person's intent can only be based upon the 
substantive actions that encompass the proposed project." (Id.) 

22. TLCC has met its burden of persuasion on this element and has demonstrated that the 
water right application was made in good faith and not for delay or speculative purposes. Although 
Rule 45.c suggests an applicant must presently have the authority to exercise eminent domain, Rule 
40.05.e.i states that an applicant must only demonstrate that "appropriate actions are being taken" to 
obtain an interest in the property. Rule 45.c does not require an applicant to already have approvals 
for the "other permits needed to constmct and operate [a] project." 

23. In this case, because the eminent domain authority is directly contingent on the issuance 
of the FERC license, TLCC is not required to currently have the authority to exercise eminent 
domain. TLCC must only demonstrate that it is diligently pursuing the FERC license. The 
thousands of pages of FERC filings included in the administrative record and millions of dollars 
spent on FERC required studies demonstrate an active, steady pursuit of a FERC license. If TLCC 
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were successful in obtaining a FERC license, it would acquire the authority to condemn the lands 
required to build and operate its project. 

24. A fair amount of evidence was offered by the protestants arguing that TLCC will not be 
successful in obtaining a FERC license. The viability of TLCC' s license application to FERC has 
no bearing on the outcome of this contested case. The Department cannot and should not at empt 
to determine whether TLCC's FERC license application meets the FERC criteria. The FERC 
application review process is much broader than that of the Department. The Department does not 
have expertise in evaluating FERC applications under the FERC criteria. 

25. An applicant is not required to show that it will ultimately be successful in obtaining the 
other required permits. An applicant must only show that it is "in the process" of obtaining other 
permits needed to construct and operate the project. It falls to the agency or entity issuing the other 
permits to determine whether their permitting criteria are satisfied. 

Sufficient Financial Resources 

26. An applicant will be found to have sufficient financial resources upon a showing that it 
is reasonably probable that funding will be available for project construction or upon a financial 
commitment letter acceptable to the Department. (IDAPA 37.03.08.45.01.d) An applicant shall 
also provide "plans and specifications along with estimated construction costs for the project 
works" that are "definite enough to allow for determination of project impacts and implications." 
(IDAPA 37.03 .08.40.05.f) 

27. An applicant is not required to have financing in place at the time an application for 
permit is filed or even by the time the Department issues a permit. For large water developments, 
financing is generally not available until all of the critical permits have been obtained. 

28. Through the testimony provided by Clair Bosen, David Tuthill, and Blair Hawkes, 
including the testimony regarding the bonding program through the IWRB, TLCC demonstrated 
that it is reasonably probable that financing will be available to complete the proposed project. 

29. The feasibility of a project is also encompassed by this review criterion. It is not 
reasonably probable that a financially unsound project would qualify for financing from public or 
private sources. A financially unsound project may also be considered speculative in nature. 

30. There is a certain amount of variability in the cost and revenue projections associated 
with the construction of a hydropower project. A feasibility analysis completed today may not be 
valid six months from now. In evaluating an applicant's feasibility analysis, the Department does 
not need to consider every hypothetical future cost scenario. In other words, a permit should not be 
denied on the basis that construction costs or power revenue may change in the future. An accurate 
representation of the current cost to complete the project will satisfy this element of review. 

31. In this case, the feasibility analysis prepared by Schiess & Associates was reasonable 
and demonstrates that the proposed project was financially feasible at the time of the analysis. 
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Local Public Interest 

32. Idaho Code § 42-203A(5)(e) gives the Department the authority to deny an application 
for permit when the proposed water use would conflict with the local public interest as defined in 
Idaho Code § 42-2028. "Local public interest" is defined in Section 42-202B(3) as "the interests 
that the people in the area directly affected by a proposed water use have in the effects of such use 
on the public water resource." 

33. The current definition of local public interest in Section 42-202B(3) was adopted in 
2003 and supersedes the evaluation criteria set forth in the Department's Water Appropriation 
Rules (IDAPA 37.03.08, Rules 40.05.g-h and 45.01.e), which were adopted in 1993 and were based 
on a different definition of "local public interest." 

34. At the hearing, attorneys representing GYC and IDFG recited language from the 
legislative history for the 2003 amendment to the definition of local public interest. The attorneys 
noted that local public interest includes fish and wildlife habitat, aquatic life, recreation, aesthetic 
beauty, transportation, navigation, water quality, and alternative future uses of water. The quoted 
legislative history also verified, however, that these categories of local public interest must be 
directly related to the public water resource. 

35. "The Idaho State Water Plan was adopted by [IWRB] to guide the development, 
management, and use of the state's water and related resources." (Exhibit IDWRlO, page 1) The 
State Water Plan provides an additional standard to be used in evaluating new hydropower projects: 

[IWRB] prefers that new hydropower resources be developed at dams having 
hydropower potential that do not currently generate power or do not generate at their 
maximum potential. New structures or projects should be carefully evaluated to 
insure that the benefits to the state outweigh any negative consequences associated 
with the proposed development. (Exhibit IDWRlO, page 15) 

36. The first step in evaluating the local public interest is to define the "area directly 
affected by a proposed water use." In other words, to define the parameters of the local area. Based 
on the evidence provided, the most logical local area designation is Franklin County. 

37. "People" within the local area includes corporations that conduct business or operate 
facilities in the designated area, such and PacifiCorp. It also includes government entities charged 
with providing services to people and managing wildlife resources within the designated area, such 
as IDFG. Trout Unlimited, Franklin County Fish & Game, Idaho Rivers United, GYC, and Oneida 
Narrows Organization sufficiently demonstrated that their respective organizations have members 
who reside in Franklin County on a full-time or part-time basis. The public witness testimony 
offered confirms that some Franklin County residents share many of the same concerns as those 
advanced by the protestants. 

38. In this particular case, "people" in the local area also includes the various parties to the 
2002 Agreement (arising from the relicensing of PacifiCorp Project 20), because the 2002 
Agreement sets forth specific tasks to be performed within the Oneida Narrows. The signatories to 
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the 2002 Agreement have a direct contractual interest in the activities occurring within the Oneida 
Narrows and therefore also qualify as "people" within the context of Section 42-2028(3). 

39. The second step in evaluating the local public interest is to identify the "effects" of the 
proposed water use on the public water resource. In this case, the proposed project would change 
the nature of the public water resource dramatically. Currently, the public water resource in the 
Oneida Narrows is a scenic, free-flowing river that is primarily used for whitewater boating, tubing, 
fishing, and other recreation. (Findings of Fact 102-115) The free-flowing river also constitutes an 
important section of riverine and riparian habitat for animal species in the area. (Findings of Fact 
92-101) 

40. The proposed project would convert the public water resource into a still-water reservoir 
that could be used for reservoir fishing and boating and that creates hydrostatic head for power 
generation purposes. Another "effect" or change to the public water resource would be converting 
water that would otherwise flow out of the canyon, to water that is held in a reservoir for potential 
irrigation use. 

41. The third step in evaluating the local public interest is to identify the "interests" that the 
people in the local area have in the effects or changes to the public water resource. 

42. The local public has a strong interest in the free-flowing water recreational activities 
within the Oneida Narrows. Even though native trout species, such as BCT, do not currently 
dominate the fish populations within the Oneida Narrows, the canyon is still a highly-used local 
fishery. (Findings of Fact 110-112) The Oneida Narrows includes a significant portion of suitable 
salmonid habitat on the Bear River between Oneida Dam and the Idaho-Utah border. (Findings of 
Fact 76-81) 

43. The local public has an interest in the benefits to wildlife species provided by the 
riverine and riparian habitats associated with the free-flowing river. Many of the animal species in 
the area rely on the water and riparian areas in the canyon for food, cover, and/or nesting. (Finding 
of Fact 98) The local public also has an interest in the scenic value of the river flowing through a 
rugged canyon. 

44. Since the 2002 Agreement, an additional interest has developed within the Oneida 
Narrows. A large amount of time, money and other resources have been dedicated to improving 
recreational facilities, riparian habitat, and public access within the canyon. (Findings of Fact 116-
128) In addition, a significant amount of money has been spent on BCT restoration efforts on the 
Bear River and its tributaries below Oneida Dam. (Id.) The local public has a substantial interest in 
preserving and perpetuating the benefits derived from the work performed under the 2002 
Agreement. (Id.) Maintaining the mainstem trout habitat within the Oneida Narrows is critical for 
the success of BCT restoration efforts within the area. (Findings of Fact 67-82) 

45. On the other hand, the local public also has an interest in augmenting the water supply 
to farmers and irrigators in the local communities. The irrigation storage and hydropower 
generation revenue has the potential to increase water supply and agricultural yields for the TLCC 
shareholders, particularly if hydropower revenues are used to pipe the TLCC main canal. 
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46. The mitigation proposed by TLCC, releasing 10 cfs continuously past its Mink Creek 
diversion, does little to mitigate for the impacts to local public interest elements. (Findings of Fact 
86-91) The 10 cfs release will not improve aquatic habitat in lower Mink Creek, will not create a 
significant amount of riparian habitat or improve the quality of existing riparian habitat, will not 
improve spawning conditions for BCT, will provide very few water quality benefits, and may not 
even provide fish passage from the Bear River to the upper section of Mink Creek. It is unknown 
how much of Mink Creek will be rewatered by the 10 cfs minimum flow because the extent of the 
"dewatered" section of lower Mink Creek was not defined. 

47. The proposed reservoir will have little positive effect on flow fluctuations in the Bear 
River. Under PacifiCorp's new operation regime for Oneida Dam, implemented after the 2003 
License, there is little need to buffer fluctuations in the Bear River flow below the Oneida Dam. 

48. Under §42-203A(5)(e), it is the Department's role to weigh the evidence in the 
administrative record and to determine whether a proposed project conflicts with the local public 
interest. Based on the evidence in the record, the proposed project does conflict with the local 
public interest. The public interests associated with the Bear River in its current state far outweigh 
the public interests associated with the proposed project. Although the potential benefits to TLCC 
shareholders would be sizeable, the benefits to the local area residents who are not TLCC 
shareholders would be minimal. The benefits to the state of Idaho would also be minimal. 

49. The TLCC application differs from the 1990 S&F Power application in a number of 
ways. The current application was filed by a local company and includes an irrigation component. 
The studies conducted by TLCC and its contractors appear to be much more detailed than existed in 
the 1990 application. Further, the mitigation proposed by TLCC appears to be greater than was 
proposed in the 1990 application. Since the 1990 application, however, the public interests relating 
to the water resource in the canyon have also increased and multiplied. Based on the evidence in 
the administrative record relating to the local public interest, any mitigation proposed to offset 
impacts to the local public interests caused by inundation of the Oneida Narrows would have to be 
substantial, far greater than has been proposed by TLCC. 

Bear River Compact 

50. One of the "major purposes" of the Compact is to "permit additional development of 
water resources of [the] Bear River." (Compact, Article I.A) "It is the policy of the signatory 
States to encourage additional projects for the development of the water resources of the Bear River 
to obtain the maximum beneficial use of water .... " (Compact, Article vm 

51. The Compact describes how water in the Lower Division, in excess of existing water 
rights applied to beneficial use on or before January 1, 1976, should be allocated to the states. 
(Compact, Article V.A) "Idaho shall have the first right to the use of such remaining water 
resulting in an annual depletion of not more than 125,000 acre-feet." (Compact, Article V.A(l)) 
"However, new development using the compact apportionment cannot injure prior water rights in 
Idaho or rights with a priority earlier than January 1, 1976, in the State of Utah." (Exhibit PC258, 
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page 4) As of 1992, Idaho still had 117, 700 acre-feet of depletions that could be developed in the 
Lower Division. (See Exhibit Al, Figure 0.3, page 0-11) 

52. Article XI of the Compact addresses the approval of new water rights: 

Applications for appropriation . .. of Bear River water shall be considered and acted 
upon in accordance with the law of the State in which the point of diversion is 
located, but no such application shall be approved if the effect thereof will be to 
deprive any water user in another State of water to which he is entitled. (Compact, 
Article XD 

53. Evidence in the record shows there are still periodically unallocated flows available in 
the Lower Division of the Bear River, available for appropriation by the state of Idaho under Article 
V of the Compact. (Findings of Fact 129-133) During these time periods, water rights downstream 
of the proposed project with priority dates senior to January 1, 1976, including Utah water rights, 
are fully satisfied. 

54. Under the Compact, Idaho has the first right to develop the first 125,000 acre-feet of 
unallocated water in the Bear River system, even if the unallocated (or excess) water is not present 
in the system every year. Storage projects are ideal for developing the unallocated Bear River 
supply because unallocated water can be captured when it is available and used at a later time when 
the river may be fully appropriated. 

55. Flows and diversion in the Lower Division are highly regulated and closely monitored. 
With the addition of stream gages and measurement devices, the current accounting program is 
sufficient to ensure that the proposed storage reservoir would only divert water during times when 
unallocated water is available in the Lower Division. 

56. If the evaporative losses associated with the proposed reservoir were fully mitigated to 
the satisfaction of IDWR, the Compact would not prohibit the approval of Application 13-7697. 
However, because this Order finds that downstream water right in the state of Idaho will be 
impacted by evaporative losses from the proposed reservoir, with no mitigation for those impacts, 
downstream water rights in Utah will also be impacted. Consequently, approval of Application 13-
7697 is prohibited by Article XI of the Compact. 

Other Issues 

57. Other issues were raised within the protests and during the hearing that fall outside the 
scope of the Department's review: (1) Whether TLCC's FERC license will impermissibly impact 
PacifiCorp's existing FERC license; (2) Whether the proposed project falls within a Northwest 
Power and Conservation Council designated protected area; (3) Whether TLCC's reasonable 
alternatives analysis is sufficient; (4) Whether the replacement access road for Oneida Dam 
proposed by TLCC is sufficient; (5) Whether TLCC's FERC license application is viable and could 
be approved; (6) Whether TLCC's FERC application or studies meet the standards/expectations of 
FERC; and (7) Whether PacifiCorp's certification as a low impact hydropower facility will be 
impacted by TLCC' s proposed project. 
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58. Although these topics may be somewhat related to the Department's review criteria, the 
Department does not have sufficient expertise in these areas to make a determination on their 
outcomes. It would be improper for IDWR to approve or deny an application for permit based on 
IDWR's interpretation or application of another agency's or group's rules. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. Based on the evidence in the administrative record, TLCC failed to establish elements 
(a) and (e) of Idaho Code§ 42-203A(5). The proposed application will reduce the quantity of water 
under existing water rights and the proposed application conflicts with the local public interest. 

2. In addition, because the application, as proposed, would impact downstream water 
rights in the state of Utah, approval of the application is prohibited by Article IX of the Compact. 

ORDER 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Application for Permit No. 13-7697 in the name of Twin 
Lakes Canal Company is DENIED. 

f)/ i1-\ 
Dated this ~ aay of July, 2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the j f.e f1'\ day of July, 2012, true and correct 
copies of the document described below were served by placing a copy of the same with 
the United States Postal Service, certified mail with return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid and proper! y addressed to the followi : ~ 

~-----4~ ~-'--~-=-==--¥,...-..~~~~~~~ 
,Sharl Cox 
Adm nistrative Assistant 
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Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo 
Robert L. Harris 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls ID 83405-0130 

Idaho Rivers United 
PO Box 633 
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Mabey Wright & James 
David Wright 
175 S Main, Ste. 1330 
Salt Lake City UT 84111 

Great Salt Lake Keeper 
PO Box 522220 
Salt Lake City UT 84152 

PacifiCorp 
Attn: Claudia Conder 
1407 W. North Temple #110 
Salt Lake City UT 84116 

Idaho Dept of Fish & Game 
Cindy Robertson 
PO Box 25 
Boise ID 83707 

Bear Lake Watch Inc 
C/0 Claudia Cottle 
2629 Hwy 89 
Fish Haven ID 83287 

Trout Unlimited 
Peter R. Anderson 
910 W Main St., Ste. 342 
Boise ID 83702 

Franklin County Fish & Game Assoc 
235 Park Ave 
Preston ID 83263 

Office of the Attorney General 
Tyson Nelson 
PO Box 83720 
Boise ID 83720-0010 

Greater Yellowstone Coalition 
Andrea L. Santarsiere 
Marv Hoyt 
162 N. Woodruff 
Idaho Falls ID 83401 

State of Idaho 
Dept of Fish & Game 
1345 Barton Rd 
Pocatello ID 83204 

Oneida Narrows Organization 
143 North 100 West 
Smithfield UT 84335 
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EXPLANATORY INFORMATION TO ACCOMPANY A 
PRELIMINARY ORDER 

(To be used in connection with actions when a hearing was held) 

The accompanying order is a Preliminary Order issued by the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources (Department) pursuant to section 67-5243, Idaho Code. It can and will 
become a final order without further action of the Department unless a party petitions for 
reconsideration or files an exception and brief as further described below: 

PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

Any party may file a petition for reconsideration of a preliminary order with the hearing 
officer within fourteen ( 14) days of the service date of the order as shown on the certificate of 
service. Note: the petition must be received by the Department within this fourteen (14) 
day period. The hearing officer will act on a petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) 
days of its receipt, or the petition will be considered denied by operation of law. See section 67-
5243(3) Idaho Code. 

EXCEPTIONS AND BRIEFS 

Within fourteen (14) days after: (a) the service date of a preliminary order, (b) the 
service date of a denial of a petition for reconsideration from this preliminary order, or ( c) the 
failure within twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a petition for reconsideration from this 
preliminary order, any party may in writing support or take exceptions to any part of a 
preliminary order and may file briefs in support of the party's position on any issue in the 
proceeding to the Director. Otherwise, this preliminary order will become a final order of the 
agency. 

If any party appeals or takes exceptions to this preliminary order, opposing parties shall 
have fourteen (14) days to respond to any party's appeal. Written briefs in support of or taking 
exceptions to the preliminary order shall be filed with the Director. The Director retains the right 
to review the preliminary order on his own motion. 

ORAL ARGUMENT 

If the Director grants a petition to review the preliminary order, the Director shall allow 
all parties an opportunity to file briefs in support of or taking exceptions to the preliminary order 
and may schedule oral argument in the matter before issuing a final order. If oral arguments are 
to be heard, the Director will within a reasonable time period notify each party of the place, date 
and hour for the argument of the case. Unless the Director orders otherwise, all oral arguments 
will be heard in Boise, Idaho. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

All exceptions, briefs, request for oral argument and any other matters filed with the 
Director in connection with the preliminary order shall be served on all other parties to the 
proceedings in accordance with Rules of Procedure 302 and 303. 

FINAL ORDER 

The Department will issue a final order within fifty-six ( 56) days of receipt of the written 
briefs, oral argument or response to briefs, whichever is later, unless waived by the parties or for 
good cause shown. The Director may remand the matter for further evidentiary hearings if 
further factual development of the record is necessary before issuing a final order. The 
Department will serve a copy of the final order on all parties of record. 

Section 67-5246(5), Idaho Code, provides as follows: 

Unless a different date is stated in a final order, the order is effective fourteen 
(14) days after its service date if a party has not filed a petition for 
reconsideration. If a party has filed a petition for reconsideration with the agency 
head, the final order becomes effective when: 

(a) The petition for reconsideration is disposed of; or 
(b) The petition is deemed denied because the agency head did not 

dispose of the petition within twenty-one (21) days. 

APPEAL OF FINAL ORDER TO DISTRICT COURT 

Pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, if this preliminary order becomes 
final, any party aggrieved by the final order or orders previously issued in this case may appeal 
the final order and all previously issued orders in this case to district court by filing a petition in 
the district court of the county in which: 

1. A hearing was held, 
ii. The final agency action was taken, 
iii. The party seeking review of the order resides, or 
1v. The real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency action is 

located. 

The appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of this preliminary order becoming final. 
See section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay the 
effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal. 
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